In this paper, we propose a novel rate-distortion (R-D) o p timized disparity based coding scheme for stereo images. This new scheme efficiently integrates the coding of the disparity field with the residual image obtained via disparity estimatiodcompensation (DF/DC) in an R-D framework. The scheme first performs a quadtree decomposition of the target image and computes the disparity information along with the residual image for each node in the tree. An R-D based algorithm is then used for optimum bit allocation among the different quadtree nodes. The proposed scheme further jointly encodes the neighboring nodes with similar disparity information to attain higher coding gains. We present simulation results for the proposed scheme and compare these results with the performance of a fixed block size DFIDC based JPEG2000 stereo image coder. Our simulations show that the proposed scheme outperforms the fixed block size based disparity compensated JPEG2000 coder by more than 0.5 dB.
INTRODUCTION
It is well known that the binocular or disparity information extracted from stereo images plays a crucial role in several fields like computer vision, remote sensinghandling, tele-presence style video conferencing, tde-medicine and 3-D cinema. In particular, the majority of multi-view visual coding schemes are based on disparity-field estimation and compensation. Moreover, the recent increase in stereo visual applications translates into a growing demand for efficient methods for the transmission and storage of stereo imagdvideo pairs. If the stereo images are compressed and transmitted independenlly using the standard coding schemes, then the required bandwidth would need to he doubled. However, due to the binocular dependency between the stereo images, they contain significant redundant information in the form of inter-frame redundancy [8] . to the intra-frameredundancy present in the two constituent images, we can achieve significant data compression without sacrificing the overall image quality.
Coding of stereoscopic images is generally based on exploiting the correlation between the left and right images. This is achieved by computing a disparity field between the stereo image pair [6,8,91. The disparity field represents the amount of shift one needs to perform on the pixels within one image (target) to find the corresponding pixels in the other image (reference). A popular approach for computing the disparity field is to partition the target image into a set of blocks and perform a block matching algorithm lo find the best match in the reference image. For coding applications, this approach is known as disparity estimation/disparity compensation (DUDC) due to its resemblance to motion estimationhotion compensation (ME/MC) methods. which are popular for video coding. The Our goal is to develop a compression algorithm. which performs the disparity dependent segmenration of stereo images in the R-D framework. We employ a generalized quadtree decomposition based DFlDC. This scheme further performs the joint coding of the disparity information and the residual image obtained by the disparity compensation in the R-D optimal sense.
l h e rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we describe the proposed disparity dependent segmentation based coding scheme for stereo images. We then present some simulation results in Section 3 . Finally, we conclude with a discussion of further research directions in Section 4.
DLSPAHITY DEPENDENT SEGMENTATION RASED STEREO IMAGE CODING ALGORITNM
The generic structure of a stereo image coding scheme is a 5 follows: First encode one of the images of the stereo pair as reference. then estimate the disparity information between blocks i n the target and encoded reference images and code the disparity information and the residual image obtained by subtracting the disparity compensated target image from the original image. The disparity compensated/predicted target image is obtained by using the encoded reference image and the disparity map. Thus, our scheme employs the closed loop methodology for obtaining the predicted target image.
The main novelty of our stereo image coding scheme is that it performs the disparity dependent quadtree segmentation in the R-D framework.' This disparity dependent segmentation based stereo image coding scheme can he described as follows:
Step 1: Disparity estimation and compensation 1. Segment the target image using the quadtree decomposition up to a tree depth J .
2.
Compute the disparity information for each node by using an intensity based block matching approach. 3. Predict the node using the associated disparity information and encoded reference image. 4. Compute the residual image block by subtracting the predicted target image block from the original image block.
S. Generate the R-D curve for the residual block associated with each node using a standard coding scheme like 'Mean s q u a d enor (MSB) is used as a distmtion measwe,
Step 2: The Lagrangian cost (L(X) = D + AR) based pruning 6. For the given operating slope A, R-D optimal pruning criterion is as follows: Prune the children if the sum of the Lagrangian costs of the children is greater than or equal to the Lagrangian cost of the parent. This parent-children pruning criterion is used recursively to do fast pruning from the full tree depth towards the root to find the optimal suhtree for a given X 11 01. This scheme provides a pruned tree. However. this independent pruning scheme fails to join neighboring blocks with similar disparity information. if they have different parents. Thus, this coding scheme fails to exploit the complete dependency among neighbors. For correcting this suhoptimality, we introduce the following neighhor joining step proposedin 112, 131. Slep 3: Neighbor joining 7. Given the pruned tree obtained from Step 2, the neighbor joint coding is performed on the leaves of the pruned tree in the R-D optimal manner. That means. the two neighhors will he joined if the sum of the Lagrangian costs of the neighhors is greater than or equal to the Lagrangian cost of the joint block. This scheme essentially ensures that the neighbors with similar disparity information are jointly coded for further improving the R-D performance. Thus, this leads to the disparity dependent segmentation of the target image. 8. By summing up the allocated rates to all the joint blocks along with the costs of the segmentation map and disparity map will provide the overall hit-rate IE'(X). Similarly. by summing up the associated distortions of all the joint blocks will give the net distortion D*(X). Since we have employed the K-D optimization, D*(X) represents the minimum distortion for the bit-rate constraint R'(h). Slep 4: Search for the desired R-D operating slope 9. The value for X is determined iteratively until the bit-rate constraint & is met as closely as possible. We employ the fast bisection search algorithm given in [lo] . Clearly. the above described algorithm provides the R-D optimal representation of the target image for a given hit budget and encoded reference image. Due to neighhorjoining (Step 3). it is ohvious that the proposed scheme results into the non regular partitioning of the target image (for example, see Figure 3 ). It is important to note that the high quality encoded reference image tends to allow for more efficient encoding of lhe residual image due to the good quality of the disparity predicted target image. Similar to the encoder,'the structure of the decoder is as follows: 1) Reconstruct the reference and residual images. 2) Generate the predicted target image using the disparity information and reconstructed reference image. 3) By summing the predicted target image and residual image. we ohlain the desired target image.
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SIMULATION RESULTS
Simulations are performed on the Arch stereo image pair shown in Figure 1 . ' This stereo pair has the disparity predominantly along the horizontal direction, which is usually the case in stereo image coding scenario due to the parallel axis geometry. Therefore, for DEIDC, we utilize the search window of size 64 in the horizontaldirection whereas search in the vertical direction is confined only to 1 2 pixels. Figure 2 shows the disparity field obtained by the quadtree based variable block size decomposition of the target image. As expected, the disparity map is smooth eyerywhcre except along the object boundaies and in the occluded regions.
A reconstructed target image along with the disparity dependent segmentation map is presented in Figure 3 . It is evident from Figure 3 that the algorithm correctly performs finer segmentation along the edges of objects to capture the depth discontinuity precisely, whereas smooth regions with uniform disparity are represented by larger blocks. This results into smaller disparity information overhead bits for smooth regions. This figure also demonstrates that the proposed coding scheme is capable of achieving high compression ratios without sacrificing the reconstructed image quality which we are measuring in terms of PSNR. These simulations also indicate that our R-D optimized algorithm automatically lakes care of occluded regions either by performing finer segmentation in those regions or by allocating more bits to corresponding residual blocks. 
DLSCUSSIQN AND FURTHEK WORK
We have presented an R-D optimized disparity dependent segmentation based stereo image coding scheme. This new scheme performs the joint coding of disparity information and the residual image to achieve the improved R-D performance. Experimental results shown in Figure4 also confirm that the proposed scheme outperforms the disparity compensated JPEG2000 stereo coder by about 0.5 dB. Since our scheme employs a quadtree based decomposition, this scheme is computationally efficient as well. Our ongoing research effort is to extend this stereo image coding scheme to multi-view image and stereo video coding scenarios. We would also like to investigate featurehbject based DWDC scheme in the framework of the proposed algorithm. 
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